The Cabinet
upon which ministers have to pass cannot be otherwise.
When peace and war hang upon their decisions, when a
bill may make such changes in our social contours as
were effected, for example, by the Unemployment In-
surance Act, when a Cabinet has to find wisdom enough
to grapple with an issue of the magnitude of the General
Strike, Oxenstierna's famous "better be a shepherd and
tend one's sheep than meddle with the government of
men" comes at once to the mind. There are no instil
tional devices which will permit a minister the leisure to
think out in office in the luxury of silence the policy he
ought to have determined upon out of office. There is
none, either, that will make administrative co-ordination
achieve more than half of what we hope for it. The range
and intensity of our problems do not permit us to paint
the conditions of government as less grim than the facts
inevitably make them. To rule men responsibly has
always been a wearing business; and the more sensitive
the minister's imagination, the more intimately he will
be aware of the gap that separates his hopes from his
achievement.
The drawbacks to the Cabinet system upon which the
critics have fastened are less, I have argued, drawbacks
removable by institutional devices than difficulties in-
herent in the complex art of ruling men. The direction of
affairs is not, under that system, divided, as so many of
its critics seem to suggest it is divided, between what
Graham Wallas called "an uninstracted and unstable
body of politicians, and a selfish and pedantic bureau-
cracy/* Most politicians, with all their defects, not only
aim at the general sgood as they see it, but work hard and
persistently for the achievement of that good. The
official tradition is one that, in general, will be more fully
admired the more fully it has been experienced* The lime
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